A conjecture of Grenander and Szegö for the traces of Toeplitz matrices generated by the Poisson-Charlier polynomials is proved.
n->+oo n n->+oo n «-» x=0
As a consequence one obtains the asymptotic distribution of the spectrum of the matrix M"(q) as n -► +oo. Namely, let N(a, ß, n) be the number of all eigenvalues of M"(q) Since Q2 = EnQ2En -S*nSn where Sn = (id -En)QE" , it follows that
where || • ||2 stands for the Hilbert-Schmidt norm [1] . Analogously, Qk = E"QkEn+Skn where Skn is a sum of 2k~x -1 terms, each of them containing as a cofactor S* and S" . Therefore
where \\q\\ = supx6A-\q(x)\. Further, the operator Sn has a kernel
Thus, the formulas (6)- (8) show that it suffices to know the asymptotics of the function e(n, x, x) as n -» -t-oc and an estimate of e(n , x, y) if x ^¿ y and n -> +00. We shall prove the following uniform asymptotics and estimates, which are sufficient for our purposes: Case 1. 0 <x < «(1 -n~s), where 0< ¿5 < 1/4.
(9) ein,x,x)Jix)=l+e~v"Oil), «->+oo;
Case 3. 0<v<x<«(ln~s).
(11) Hx-y)ein,x,y))2Jix)Jiy) = ne-^Oil), «-+00;
Case 4. For all x and n (12) ein,x,x)jix)<l.
Before proving these properties, we shall show that (4) and (6)- (12) imply (1) . Namely, it is not hard to see that Hence, (15) and (4) imply (1) if ¿7 is a Lipschitz function. It remains to notice that the Lipschitz class is a dense set in the space of all almost periodic functions with respect to the supremum norm \\q\\. Thus (1) is proved.
Proof of (9)-(12). We shall use the formula (16) eik,x,y) = y-. I eXwUiw, x ,y)HiX,w)dw, e>0, is an entire 2í>t-periodic function with respect to w, and moreover (see [5] ) for y > x we have:
Uiw,x,y) = exr}iae-w)Y(Xk) (fy k\a~k e~wk il -eĨ n particular, Y^=oPnix) = ^(0» x> x) = !/•/(■*)> whence the estimate (12) follows immediately. Finally, the function 5 -> 7/(5, to) is 1-periodic and His, w) = ¿(shf )"' exp(i -s)w if 0 < s < 1.
For proving (16), we use the relation (17) w~lU(w,x, y)= / e~XweiX,x,y)dX.
Jo
Since the function X -► e(A, x, y) is continuous only from the right, we pass to the average: 1 fh eni¿, x, y) = t, / eiX + p,x,y)dp, h > 0.
Notice that e"iX, x, y) -> e(A, x, y) as « -► +0 for every (A, x, y). Therefore, lim/,_0h~xigih, w) -giO, w)) = //(A, w), and the Lebesgue limit theorem is applicable. So (16) follows from (18).
Further, we have the estimate (19) \Jix)Uiw , x, x)| < exp(4v/öx|shf | -xRew) expiae-Rew -a).
Indeed, it is obvious that
Uiw , x, x) = expiae-w)a-xxle-wx
Since (*) < x^Â:!)"1 and ^=0(A:!)-2(2yäx|shf \)2k < exp(4v/äx|sh f |), the estimate (19) holds.
To prove the asymptotic bound (10), we use formula (16) with e = (1 + ns)~x where 0 < ô < 1/4. Since x > «(1 -e)_1, we have x > 16ae~4ch2| if "1-4,5 > (! + ,2-<5)316ach2| > therefore (19) yields (20) \j(x)U(w,x,x)\<e-e{X-e)x ifx>n(l + n-s),n>C(S,a).
Taking into account the bound \H(n, w)\ < Ce~x if Rew = e, we obtain (10) from (16) and (20).
For proving (9), we notice that the function w -> eXw U(w , x, y)7/(A, w) is 2/7T-periodic, so the Cauchy formula and (16) imply (21) ein,x,x) = UiO,x,x) + ^-. [ enwUiw, x, x)/7(«, w)dw. 2ni 7_i_!ir Since x < n(l -n~6), 0 < ô < 1/4, we have 4-v/ôx|shy| + x -n < -y/ñ if n > C(¿5, a), Rew = -1, so the estimate (19) with Rew = -1 shows that \Jix)Uiw , x, x)| < expiae -a)e~^" if x < «(1 -n~s).
Thus (9) follows from (21), since 7(x)f/(0, x, x) = 1 . The proof of the estimate (11) is based on the Christoffel-Darboux formula:
which follows from the recurrence relation [5] :
According to (9) we have (23) Jix)p2nix) = e-/"Oil), n^+ooifO<x<nil-n-s), 0 < ô < ¿.
Therefore the estimate (11) is a consequence of (22) and (23). if a and ß are points of continuity for 7>i(a). Since the functions 7>i(a) and Dia) coincide on the set of the points {a} of continuity [4] , formula (2) follows from (24).
Proof of (2)
.
